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NATIONAL STRATEGY OVERVIEW

 HRSP Smuggling & Immigration Portfolio
 Prosecute cases in federal courts across the country

 Focus on multi-district, transnational, and otherwise complex smuggling or document 
fraud cases

 ECT = Extraterritorial Criminal Travel Strike Force
 ECT Program is a partnership between DOJ and HSI

 ECT cases are staffed with an HRSP prosecutor and HSI agent

 Focus on transnational smuggling networks that create a national security concern (such as the 
existence of a smuggling pipeline that could be utilized by terrorist networks to unlawfully enter 
the United States) or humanitarian concern (such as particularly dangerous conditions of travel)



NATIONAL STRATEGY OVERVIEW

Prosecute Migrant Abuse and Kidnapping 

• Deter smuggling organizations and kidnappers 

• Vulnerable victims/humanitarian imperative

• Raise awarness in immigrant communities

• Increased reporting to law enforcement



NATIONAL STRATEGY OVERVIEW

 JTFA = Joint Task Force Alpha
 Build teams of specialized prosecutors, agents, investigators, analysts, and other support personnel 

from across DOJ and DHS offices and agencies to work jointly and develop criminal cases that 
target individuals and networks operating in Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Mexico

 Coordinate with prosecutors and agents assigned to existing human smuggling or trafficking cases 
to identify additional leads and targets for JTFA

 Develop processes to focus intelligence collection and target investigations based on the 
predominate smuggling networks used by migrants

 Work closely with foreign partners to identify and target individuals and networks for prosecution; 
coordinate transnational law enforcement efforts as much as possible to maximize disruption and 
dismantlement of human smuggling and trafficking networks



NATIONAL STRATEGY OVERVIEW

 JTFA = HIGH LEVEL TARGETING: leaders, organizers, and 

significant facilitators

 Concentrate on those networks involved in the smuggling of 

regional migrants, which make up majority of persons illegally 

entering the U.S.

 Especially target actors and groups that abuse/exploit/endanger 

migrants, that have links to transnational organized crime, or pose 

national security threats



NATIONAL STRATEGY OVERVIEW:  JTFA 4 PILLARS

1. COORDINATION

 Prosecutors

 Law Enforcement

 Intel

 Foreign Partners

2. INVESTIGATION

3. PROSECUTION

4. DETERRENCE



PROSECUTIONS

JTFA Public Success Stories Thus Far



PROSECUTION

In less than a year since it began, and despite resource limitations, JTFA 

has achieved significant results, including:

 85+ domestic and international arrests, including against leaders, 

organizers and significant facilitators;

 68 defendants in U.S. custody;

 36+ convictions;

 significant jail sentences imposed;

 substantial asset forfeiture.



NATIONAL STRATEGY OVERVIEW

RECOMENDATION 

• Consistent with the UNTOC and domestic law, States parties are 

encouraged to identify and share specific points of contact to facilitate 

the exchange of information and provision of assistance between 

investigators and prosecutors in migrant smuggling cases.  



QUESTIONS?

Mike Sheckels, Deputy Chief

Human Rights and Special Prosecutions

DOJ Criminal Division

Phone  202-305-9055

Email   Mike.Sheckels@usdoj.gov

Rami Badawy, Trial Attorney

Human Rights and Special Prosecutions

DOJ Criminal Division

Phone  202-365-6001

Email    Rami.Badawy2@usdoj.gov
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